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MP0 Hi Ali, I understood that your presentation was focusing on Risks and my presentation was focusing on 
resilience, food security and nutrition  
M. Cristina Tirado von der Pahl, 2022-10-06T12:50:01.159

kh0 0 What are your suggestions? I can change things a bit.
kharrazi@iiasa.ac.at, 2022-10-07T01:13:43.100



Shocks/Threats

Resilience as a mediator

Outcomes ?

Supply chain disruptions Food and Nutrition Security

Environmental shocks Ecosystem Health

Others? Shared Prosperity

Risks Assessment Needs to Look at...



Understanding Risk from a Network Perspective

• A network perspective can better highlight ‘indirect’ trade relations
• Lack of diversity in network pathways indicates systemic risk
• The Ecological Network Analysis (ENA) provides measurements of the 

topology of the system

• Network Efficiency (not to be confused with economic efficiency)

• Network Redundancy



Efficient Network Redundant Network





Topologies of Staple-Food Trade Networks

Wheat Trade (2019) Soybean Trade (2019)



Example of system risks on a critical agricultural input 
Chinese Phosphorus Network in 2012

Lian, Yu, Kharrazi, et al., (2020)



How to increase resilience of food systems?

• Agroecological science
• Strengthening local food systems through circular economies
• Diversity and modularity
• Viewing resilience from the national/regional perspectives
• Governance and policy (multicriteria decision analysis)

Kharrazi, Yu, Jacob (2020)

HR0KW1
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HR0 Not sure about this slide (Governance and policy?  - increasing imports may be useful for building resilience if 
imports replace water intensive crops and there is high vulnerability to water scarcity?
Hitomi Rankine, 2022-10-06T11:19:23.737

kh0 0 I agree, perhaps we could emphasize multi-criteria decision analysis here for such scenarios.
kharrazi@iiasa.ac.at, 2022-10-07T01:56:30.122

kh0 1 I could just mention these issues in passing when explaining the phosphorus network and policy suggestions for
improving its resilience.
kharrazi@iiasa.ac.at, 2022-10-07T02:02:26.445

KW1 Add diversity
Katinka Weinberger, 2022-10-07T02:41:44.625



How to calculate resilience from a network 
perspective?
• Easy to calculate in excel
• Identify sytem boundry and nodes (e.g., national, regional, etc)
• Account for flows between nodes
• Measure network efficiency and reduncy 



Managing risk emphasizes planning and reducing vulnerabilities. In addition, 
resilience emphasizes adaptation and bouncing forward post shock or 
disruption.

• Targeted and random shocks (food prices, conflicts, natural disasters)
• Multipliers and cascading risk (climate change)
• Understanding pathways (inputs, production, processing, trade, 

distribution, and consumption)

How does risk relate to resilience?
YC0KW1KW2
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YC0 As the topic of the event is on 'risks", and this is the first presentation of the panel, can we have a slide on the 
link between risks and resilience? Lack of resilience -> more risks? 

Perhaps can briefly mention Katinka's presentation at the opening segment where there's a question on the 
definition of risks.
Yi-Ann Chen, 2022-10-06T11:48:39.174

MP0 0 Yi-Ann may you please share Katinka's ppt ? 
M. Cristina Tirado von der Pahl, 2022-10-06T12:47:19.732

YC0 1 Sorry - I meant slide 5 of the main presentation deck: that you commented on, but Katinka will not have a 
separate PPT.
Yi-Ann Chen, 2022-10-06T13:31:05.897

KW1 Suggest to re-order (inputs, production, processing, trade, distribution, consumption) 
Katinka Weinberger, 2022-10-07T02:39:16.027

KW2 refer to climate change as risk multiplier
Katinka Weinberger, 2022-10-07T02:40:15.076



Resilience as a Regional Public Good

• Non-excludable
• Non-rival
• Positive externalities
• Regional dimension derived from relevance of specific commodities 

for regional value chains and region-specific consumption 
preferences.

Kharrazi, Yu, Jacob, et. Al (2020)

HR0
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HR0 Like the reference to the RPG (but without acronym)
Hitomi Rankine, 2022-10-06T11:26:55.250
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